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Abstract

Corporate social responsibility initiatives have become increasingly popular to address animal
welfare issues. Over the last decade, hundreds of companies globally have committed to source
cage-free eggs to improve welfare for laying hens. In many cases, these commitments were made
following public pressure campaigns by advocates for farmed animals, representing a large portion
of all spending on advocacy for farmed animals. The effect of these commitments to improve the
issues that they target is not well known, and a better understanding of the impact may affect
millions of dollars of animal advocacy funding. This study uses panel data from 44 countries over
13 years to estimate the effect of commitments on the proportion of hens in cage-free housing, while
controlling for legislation and bird deaths from avian influenza. We use a correlated random effects
model to account for unobserved heterogeneity between countries and unobserved correlation over
time within individual countries. We test for potential endogeneity due to a feedback loop between
commitments and housing using a control function test with pressure campaigns as an instrument
for commitments. We estimate that one additional commitment in a country leads to an average
0.035 percentage point increase in cage-free housing in that country. Similarly, the average effect
of an additional year under cage-free legislation is a 0.04 percentage point increase, although not
statistically significant. We discuss implications of these results and comment on limitations and
future extensions of this research.
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Executive Summary

Corporate social responsibility initiatives have become popular to address animal welfare issues, like
commitments to source cage-free eggs to improve layer hen welfare. This paper investigates whether
corporate cage-free egg commitments cause changes in the proportion of hens living in
cage-free housing.

We attempt to answer this question with observational data and statistical methods to reduce bias.

• We create a new data set observing 44 countries over 13 years, tracking four variables:
hen housing, corporate cage-free commitments, cage-free legislation, and highly pathogenic avian
influenza (see Section 3.1).

• We use a correlated random effects model to identify the effect of commitments on housing
separately from other factors that may bias our estimate (see Section 3.2.1).

• We test for potential bias due to: a causal feedback loop between commitments and housing;
missing observations; a potential connection between Germany’s high imports and high commit-
ments; and variable transformations (see Section 3.2.2).

We find that, on average within a given country, a one-commitment increase leads to a
0.035 (95% CI: 0.01− 0.06) percentage point rise in the share of cage-free hen housing.

• Because of the large number of hens in the industry, the impact of a few new commitments per
year is substantial. For example, the 16 new commitments made by Canadian food businesses
in 2017 represent a 0.56 percentage point increase in Canadian cage-free housing, which in turn
may affect nearly 147,000 Canadian hens (see Section 5).

• Our tests for potential bias suggest that our estimation method is robust to several different
factors that typically affect observational studies (see Section 4). However, we acknowledge that
some bias may still affect our results. Therefore, we place moderate confidence in our
findings.

We recommend:

• Advocates should continue to pursue corporate commitments to increase the prevalence of cage-
free housing for layer hens.

• Given the strength of evidence found here for a causal effect of cage-free commitments, similar
commitments might be explored for other animal welfare improvements.

• Advocates should fund future research to determine whether the interaction between corporate
commitments and legislation magnify or dampen their individual effects.

• Advocates and funders should continue tracking data on welfare commitments and support better
data collection of welfare outcomes and other covariates for future welfare interventions.
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1 Introduction

Consumers generally value animal welfare [19, 36, 10]. However, this valuation does not always manifest

in purchase behavior, and some explanations for this gap include information asymmetries [56] and

overlapping heuristics [77]. The misalignment between values and purchases represents a market failure

both through the externalization of poor animal welfare and the loss of consumer surplus. Previous

research has shown that caged egg consumers will vote to ban the eggs that they purchase, suggesting

that legislation of certain welfare standards may be one solution to correcting this market failure [56].

Alternately, firms can use market-based corporate social responsibility (CSR) initiatives like public

commitments and product labels to correct the information asymmetry, differentiating the credence

qualities1 of their products and reducing the externality of animal suffering.

In 2005, food corporations in the United States (US) began to signal their intention to improve

animal welfare by committing to source eggs from layer hens in cage-free housing. Layer hens housed

in battery cages, the predominant commercial housing system, are intensively confined in less than half

a square foot of space per bird [76] and suffer from numerous welfare issues [54, pp. 12–17]. Cage-free

housing for layer hens provides improved welfare, allowing hens space to move more freely and ex-

press natural behaviors. As of 2022, nearly 500 retailers, restaurants, and food service companies with

operations in the US have made cage-free commitments [15], as have many food businesses globally.

These commitments often include deadlines to complete the sourcing transition within several years.

Commitments are sometimes facilitated by dialogue with animal advocacy groups, like The Humane

Society of the United States, The Humane League,2 and Mercy for Animals. In other cases, the com-

mitments followed public campaigns by animal advocacy groups employing pressure tactics, including

on-the-ground protests, newspaper ads, petitions, shareholder activism, and undercover investigations.

This study evaluates the impact of corporate commitments to source cage-free eggs on layer hen

housing. We construct a novel longitudinal data panel tracking a group of 44 countries on an annual

basis between 2006 and 2018, gathering data on hen housing conditions, corporate commitments,

pressure campaigns, legislation to ban cages,3 and the number of birds killed by highly pathogenic

avian influenza (henceforth avian influenza or flu in variable names) outbreaks. Our main hypothesis

is that corporate cage-free commitments increase the proportion of layer hens living in cage-free housing

systems in a country’s egg industry. Figure 1 motivates this hypothesis in the case of the US. Animal

advocates and industry analysts have publicly expressed support for the hypothesis [67, 75] and further

1Qualities that cannot be observed by the consumer even after purchase, like labor, animal welfare, or environmental
protection standards during production [22].

2See Section 6.3 “Conflicts of interest” for more information on the relationship between The Humane League and
the authors’ affiliations.

3Here we use legislation to refer to any law affecting hen housing, rather than the legal sense of a law passed specifically
by a legislative body.
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Years with avian influenza outbreaks

Figure 1: The cumulative number of corporate commitments in the US and the proportion of US hens
in cage-free housing from 2006 to 2018. The two are closely correlated, with an increase in cage-free
housing associated with the increase in commitments, preceded by years of only modest increases
in cage-free housing. In 2015, California implemented Proposition 2 and AB 1437, which combined
affect egg producers throughout the US. Campaigns appear to lag commitments partly because many
commitments were pledged by corporate initiatives or through dialogue with animal advocates, without
the need for advocates to escalate to pressure campaign tactics. Data for this article are available at
https://osf.io/VTE94/.

support is found in previous studies of the US cage-free commitments discussed below.

We estimate the causal effect of commitments on the proportion of cage-free housing, with legisla-

tion and deaths from avian influenza as covariates, using an identification strategy that takes advantage

of the longitudinal nature of the data to address the various sources of bias that arise in non-randomized

studies. We are first concerned with endogeneity from unobserved variables that differ by country, such

as consumer preferences or price premiums. Second, we consider a potential feedback loop between

commitments and housing, as food retailers and their egg suppliers may make their decisions simulta-

neously. We use a correlated random effects (CRE) model, which can account for the endogeneity and

accommodate the nonlinear (fractional) dependent variable. The model is a flexible alternative to the

more common fixed effects (FE) model, as it allows for correlation between explanatory variables and

unobserved heterogeneity within clusters and also decomposes the policy-relevant within effect (the
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impact of increasing commitments within countries over time) and the between effect (the effect of

average commitments on housing in a country). We test for evidence of simultaneity using a control

function instrumental variables method, with pressure campaigns as an instrument for commitments,

following Wooldridge [82]. The results do not show evidence of such simultaneous endogeneity. We

identify our preferred specification, a nonlinear CRE model, by examining diagnostic tests and residual

plots.

Our results show that the average effect of a one-commitment increase is a 0.035 percentage point

increase in the proportion of cage-free housing. Similarly, the average effect of implementing cage-free

legislation is a 0.04 percentage point increase in cage-free housing (not statistically significant). We

do not find a meaningful nor statistically significant effect on cage-free housing from avian influenza.

The between effects show that a one-commitment increase in a country’s average commitments leads

to an average increase of 0.21 percentage points in the country’s cage-free housing. For legislation, the

between effect indicates the difference between a country with no legislation at any time during the

sample period versus one with legislation throughout the entire period. We find a much larger 60.88

percentage point increase in a country’s cage-free housing, although this effect should be interpreted

with caution due to limited variation in the average years under legislation.

Our results are, to the best of our knowledge, the first global, quantitative estimates of the causal

impact of commitments on cage-free housing, adding to a small literature that investigates the impact of

corporate animal welfare commitments on the standards they attempt to improve. Several studies have

previously examined the role of corporate commitments in increasing the percentage of hens in cage-

free housing, as well as improving the welfare of chickens raised for meat, termed broiler chickens. Most

directly relevant to our work is Sarek’s [64] quantitative model of US cage-free egg production, which

attributes an increase of between 2.1 and 10 percentage points in cage-free egg production from 2005

to 2018 to corporate commitments. To estimate the counterfactual percentage of cage-free housing,

the analysis uses consumer willingness-to-pay and demand, retail prices and price premiums between

caged and cage-free eggs, avian influenza rates, and historical trends. As the author acknowledges,

data limitations restrict the explanatory power of the estimates. Šimčikas [68] examines the cost-

effectiveness of advocacy to obtain corporate commitments in improving animal welfare, including both

layer hens and broiler chickens. The calculation of the number of chickens affected by commitments

includes a descriptive analysis of the counterfactual scenario without intervention by animal advocates.

The study estimates between 9 and 120 years of chicken life (combing laying hens and broiler chickens)

are improved per dollar spent by advocacy groups to obtain corporate commitments. Capriati [13] uses

a case series to examine the role of animal advocacy in obtaining corporate commitments, including
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two cage-free egg and two broiler commitments, and estimates the cost-effectiveness of these efforts.

The report positively links animal advocacy efforts to corporate commitments and estimates 10 years

of layer hen life are improved per dollar spent [13, p. 58]. Collectively, these studies all suggest

that corporate commitments, and advocacy efforts to obtain those commitments, caused increases in

the percentage of cage-free housing. In addition, Šimčikas [68] and Capriati [13] suggest corporate

commitments have caused improvements in the welfare of broiler chickens. However, these studies are

limited by a lack of rigorous strategies for causal identification, a focus on the US, and the exclusion

of the potential effects of legislation (though Šimčikas [68] qualitatively discusses how legislation could

affect cost-effectiveness estimates).

Two additional studies examine broiler chicken welfare commitments. Saatkamp [63] examine fac-

tors that contributed to the Dutch broiler chicken industry’s transition to higher welfare standards.

Using expert elicitation, they find “initiating and triggering actions by non-governmental organiza-

tions” [63, p. 1] and a willingness on the part of the entire value chain to change as two of five main

causal factors. Furthermore, a “rapid and complete change” [63, p. 2] in the industry toward higher

welfare standards is attributed to a 2012 decision by several large retailers to discontinue carrying

conventional broiler chicken meat in their stores. Reis and Molento [62] use content analysis of the

annual reports of two major broiler chicken producers and five semi-structured interviews with in-

dustry decision makers to conclude that the European adoption of broiler chicken welfare standards

may improve animal welfare. While these studies have the same limitations as the previously cited

studies, the findings again support the role of corporate commitments in improving animal welfare and

advocacy campaigns in achieving those commitments.

Campaigns by advocacy groups and the resulting corporate commitments have also been suggested

to cause reductions in the number of rabbits harmed in cosmetics testing, animals killed for fur produc-

tion, and dolphins harmed as bycatch in the tuna industry. Animal Rights International ran numerous

corporate campaigns against the testing of cosmetics on animals and popularized the strategy in ani-

mal advocacy [67]. In a book-length case series, Singer [69, p. 113] partially attributes reductions in

the number of animals harmed in cosmetics testing in the late 1970s and the eventual abandonment of

animal testing by many large cosmetics companies in 1989 [69, p. 135] to these campaigns and com-

mitments. In a case study of the global fur industry, Bollard [12] attributes some of the recent decline

in the number of animals killed for fur to targeted campaigns that obtained 1,017 fur-free corporate

commitments. Lastly, in a case study of the tuna industry, Mitchell [48] found corporate pledges

to source dolphin-safe tuna were caused by consumer boycotts and environmental advocacy. These

pledges may have then led to US and international government regulation, which ultimately succeeded
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in reducing the number of dolphins harmed through tuna fishing. These studies suggest a more general

effect of corporate commitments, and campaigns by advocacy groups to obtain those commitments,

for improving animal welfare across a variety of animal industries and theories of change.

Our study also informs the broader literature on CSR and market-driven governance, where a thread

of research focuses on the effectiveness of corporate commitments, pledges, and voluntary labeling in

causing change in the supply chain. Empirical research on the impact of corporate initiatives and

commitments to limit deforestation shows mixed results, ranging from small reductions in deforestation

[49, 35] to no statistically significant effect [50, 7]. The empirical literature on the effect of voluntary

suppliers’ codes of conduct on workers’ rights generally finds a small but statistically significant effect

[26], and the effect size tends to increase with improvements to study methodology such as more

comparable control groups and finer-grained data [52, 53]. These results suggest positive effects of

corporate commitments in non-animal industries as well. This study will extend the literature to

consider the impact of CSR as it pertains to animal welfare.

We contribute to the existing literature on cage-free commitments in the following ways. First,

we improve on attempts to directly identify their causal impact on cage-free housing, using a novel

data set and panel data estimation models to account for confounding factors that might bias the

results. Second, we improve the literature by examining global commitments and explicitly including

legislation and avian influenza outbreaks as additional control variables. In particular, estimating of

the impact of legislation adds value to the literature, since laws may also be important determinants

of the percentage of cage-free housing in a country.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we develop our hypotheses against the

background of the egg industry and the historical setting of our study. Section 3 describes the data as

well as the estimation and identification strategies. Section 4 presents the results, which suggest that

an increase in commitments leads to an increase in cage-free housing in a country over time, and higher

average commitments in a country are correlated with more cage-free housing in any year. Section

5 concludes with a discussion of the implications of these results, potential limitations, and possible

future extensions.

2 Conceptual Framework and Hypothesis Development

To establish our main hypotheses, we provide institutional background about the modern egg industry

and historical context around the study period to understand the most important features determining

layer hen housing. As with many agricultural supply chains, the egg industry is highly integrated, so

the egg producer often owns the hatchery, laying barns, and processing facilities [16]. This integration
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minimizes transaction costs, reduces the number of decision-makers, and gives producers control over

production capabilities [16]. In this section, we focus on the aspects of egg production that inform

how egg producers choose their flock sizes and housing systems year after year. We also confine the

historical narrative to broad examples of how avian influenza outbreaks, commitments, and legislation

affected the egg industry.

2.1 Productive Cycles and Short-run Production Variables

The most recognizable stage of egg production is laying, in which table-egg-laying hens produce eggs

intended for human consumption. Egg producers raise egg-laying hens in flocks, which are groups of

chickens of approximately the same age. Once a flock of young chickens, pullets, enters the egg-laying

barn, the egg producer can add new pullets to incomplete flocks for up to three weeks [76]. These

hens will remain together in the same barn for the length of the laying cycle, which depends on breed,

season, consumer preferences, feed costs, and egg prices [65]. The laying cycle is typically 60 to 72

weeks but may be extended to 109 weeks through induced molting [30, 58, 65]. Molting is the annual

process in which birds lose their feathers and temporarily slow or stop egg production, and the natural

molting cycle can be induced by farmers through light or feed restriction, which can be harmful to hen

welfare [6]. After the molting period, hens return to another, potentially shorter, laying cycle, in which

they produce larger, higher-quality eggs at a faster rate [58]. Producers can vary the length of cycles,

molting, timing of flock replacement, and reductions of stocking density to respond to short-term

changes in market conditions [65, 85, 25].

2.2 Housing Types and Long-run Production Variables

Egg producers rarely under-utilize space in existing hen housing facilities, so the decision to increase

cage-free flocks requires either building new housing structures or converting existing structures. Dif-

ferent housing systems have different implications for flock management and animal welfare, so we

provide a high-level overview of the features of these systems to better understand the producers’ in-

vestment decisions as well as the advocacy and legislative history discussed below. The most relevant

housing systems for this study are battery cage and cage-free housing; however, we briefly examine

features of several other relevant housing systems.

Most egg-laying hens are currently housed in battery cages (also called non-enriched or barren

cages), which are stacked in rows, and are themselves inside a barn. These cages provide very little

space per hen and provide no way for hens to express natural behaviors, resulting in poor hen welfare

[23, 24]. Enriched cages, commonly used in European Union member countries, have more space
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per hen and contain enrichments like nests, perching space, litter, and feed troughs within the cages

to allow hens to express natural behaviors [28]. Enriched cages are seen as an intermediate welfare

improvement between battery cages and cage-free housing [9]. Cage-free housing includes a variety

of systems without cages. Specifically, hens must be able to move in a way that promotes their

welfare, be protected from predators, and have access to litter. Hens are provided enrichments such

as perches, nests, and scratching areas to allow them to perform natural behaviors [2]. Aviary and

barn systems are two examples of cage-free housing, in which the birds can freely roam inside the

buildings. In barn systems, birds generally live on one level, while aviary systems have multiple levels

for perching [5]. Other systems may exceed the housing space requirements of cage-free systems,

including pasture-raised, as defined and certified by American Humane and Certified Humane, and

USDA-certified free-range [2, 38, 4].

The transition from battery cages to cage-free housing in the US is estimated by industry analysts to

cost between $30 and $40 per bird (depending on cage-free housing type, and including both long-term

capital costs as well as variable operation costs) and require several years to complete [33]. From an

empirical modeling perspective, we expect that the changes in percentage of hens in cage-free housing

are influenced less by short-term variables like previous flock size and more by long-term variables that

enter the housing investment decision like long-run price trends, demands of downstream corporate

customers (e.g., cage-free commitments), retail consumer demand, and legislation.

2.3 Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza

For six months starting in December 2014, an avian influenza virus swept through US chicken and

turkey flocks. Over 50 million birds died from contracting avian influenza directly or were killed to

quarantine the avian influenza, representing 12% of the US egg-laying flock [61]. The sudden supply

shock increased US egg prices to record highs and reduced exports, and the stigma of the disease

impacted both domestic and overseas consumer demand. Although observed outbreaks of the disease

ended sharply in June 2015, the effects on the market and market prices were long-lasting. Historically

often volatile, egg prices in 2016 were even more volatile than usual, and the attempt to rebuild flocks

after the depopulation caused imbalances in the usually-seasonal supply of eggs [61]. As prices of

conventional eggs (the vast majority of eggs produced at the time) increased and the price premium

between cage-free and conventional eggs shrank, more consumers chose cage-free eggs in the grocery

stores. Ramos et al [61] suggests that expanded demand for cage-free eggs alongside the need to

replace flocks after the avian influenza outbreak may have prompted egg producers to invest in cage-

free housing and increase their cage-free flock sizes relative to conventional flocks.
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Avian influenza impacted countries in Europe less dramatically, and the birds affected were largely

not egg-laying hens [3]. India and China both suffered from frequent outbreaks during our sample

period, while other countries like Argentina, Brazil, Guatemala, and Ireland did not report any birds

killed due to avian influenza. We do not explore the factors that affect avian influenza outbreaks, but

there are no apparent systematic patterns in our data governing which countries experience outbreaks.

Further, there does not appear to be a systematic relationship in our data between avian influenza

outbreaks and cage-free housing, suggesting that the US experience may be unique. Nevertheless, we

include avian influenza in our estimation model as a control variable.

2.4 Animal Advocacy and Corporate Commitments

In the early 2000s, US animal advocacy groups began to work on securing pledges from consumer-

facing food businesses to source cage-free eggs, rather than demand changes directly from egg producers

[67]. The first comprehensive national commitments to source all egg products exclusively from cage-

free hens were made in 2005 by retailers Whole Foods, Wild Oats, and Earth Fare. Other early

commitments to source cage-free eggs were either made by niche retailers and restaurants or covered

only part of a company’s egg usage. For example, major institutional food service companies Sodexo

and Aramark committed to sourcing cage-free shell eggs in 2012 and 2013, respectively, but this

commitment did not include liquid eggs [70, 78]. The brand identities of these early mover retailers

and the long timelines of the commitments point to the long-term nature of the process to expand

cage-free egg production and suggest that companies may have considered the existing cage-free egg

supply in their decision to make commitments. Retailers such as Whole Foods likely had established

sources for cage-free eggs, and other companies like Bon Appétit Management Company reported that

they coordinated closely with suppliers to make changes to their hen housing [86]. The degree to which

existing supply impacted a company’s decision likely depended on the size and market position of the

company: Sodexo and Aramark are two of the three largest companies in their industry, and therefore

they may have influenced their suppliers’ housing decisions as opposed to waiting for their suppliers

to make housing changes [71].

In response to initial success, advocacy groups invested more time in corporate dialogue and pres-

sure campaigns. In early 2015, Sodexo and Aramark updated their commitments to cover all egg

products by 2020, and their competitor Compass Group North America released a commitment to

cover all egg products in their US operations by 2019. Soon after, other companies began to make

commitments in quick succession. The majority of cage-free commitments were made between 2015

and 2017, the period during which most advocacy efforts were conducted [15]. Many companies who
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committed during this time, like McDonald’s, Costco, Walmart, Kroger, Denny’s, and Nestle, use a

large quantity of the eggs sold in the US and thus affect a large number of hens.

The case of warehouse grocer Costco illustrates the connection between campaigns and commit-

ments. In 2015, a coalition of advocacy groups began a pressure campaign against Costco to secure

a cage-free commitment after failed attempts at dialogue. Pressure tactics included on-the-ground

protests, newspaper ads, petitions, shareholder activism, and publication of undercover footage of

poor welfare standards in Costco’s supply chain. The corporation made a cage-free commitment in

December 2015 and now provides regular updates on its progress. The most recent update indicates

that 89% of shell eggs sold in its US operations were cage-free as of September 2018, which impacts

roughly 9.6 million hens each year [20, 1].

As most large US companies have now committed to sourcing cage-free eggs, the influx of cage-free

commitments has moved from the US to other countries globally. Certain European countries like

Belgium, Germany, and France gained commitments between 2005–2014, a few years earlier than the

groundswell in the US. However, other countries like Italy, Latvia, and Poland have begun to see a large

number of new commitments, starting in 2016. The expanded efforts of international advocacy groups

like the Open Wing Alliance likely explain these recent commitments. To date, about 800 cage-free

commitments affect European operations, and about 400 commitments affect countries outside of the

US and Europe [15]. These observations provide invaluable variation over time and space that can be

used to better estimate the causal effect of commitments on the percentage of hens in cage-free housing.

H1a: Commitments by food companies to source cage-free eggs from their suppliers will positively

impact the proportion of cage-free housing, holding other factors constant.

H1b: Advocacy group pressure campaigns will positively impact the number of cage-free commitments,

holding other factors constant.

2.5 Hen Housing Legislation

Among the European Union (EU) member states, legislation adopted in 1999 establishing minimum

standards for egg-laying hens effectively banned the use of battery cages beginning in 2012 [27]. Ger-

many, Austria, the Netherlands, and Sweden passed legislation of their own, with Germany and the

Netherlands establishing stricter standards than the EU legislation [41]. Since the EU-wide legislation

still allows for the use of enriched cages, advocacy groups have continued to work towards cage-free

commitments for European food businesses. Outside of the EU, Switzerland banned all types of cages
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for egg-laying hens in 1992 [51, 41].

In 2008, California adopted a ballot initiative, Proposition 2, titled “Standards for Confining Farm

Animals.” Proposition 2 prohibited the confinement of certain farmed animals in a manner that does

not allow them to lie down, stand up, fully extend their limbs, and turn around freely [73]. While the

adoption of the law represented a victory for groups that had campaigned for the law since 2005, the

vague wording of the bill allowed for enriched cages, and some producers switched from battery cages

to enriched cages as a means of compliance with the new law [67]. In 2010, the California legislature

passed AB 1437, requiring all eggs sold in California to meet the standards outlined in Proposition 2

by January 1, 2015 [37].

Following the lessons learned from Proposition 2 and AB 1437, initiatives in other states banned

sales of all eggs from caged hens, regardless of whether they were sourced from outside the state or

producers using enriched cages. In 2016, Massachusetts voters approved such a measure with 77%

support, which will take effect in 2022 [18]. In California in 2018, Proposition 12, or the “Preven-

tion of Cruelty to Farm Animals Act,” banned cages for layer hens starting in December 31, 2021

and improved on Proposition 2 to require at least 144 in2 (929 cm2) per hen of floor space in barns

without cages by January 1, 2020 [43, 42]. In 2019, legislatures in Washington, Oregon, and Michigan

adopted cage-free laws, including sales bans, which come into effect in January 2024, January 2024,

and December 2024 respectively [21, 11, 74].

H2: Legislation to ban the use of any kind of cages in hen housing will positively impact the proportion

of cage-free housing, holding other factors constant.

3 Data and Methods

3.1 Data

We test our main hypotheses using observational country-level data on hen housing, corporate cage-free

commitments, cage-free legislation, and avian influenza. Summary statistics for the full data panel are

shown in Table 1, and Figure 2 visualizes the variables of interest in our study, plotted by country. All

publicly available data and the code for cleaning and analysis of this data can be found in the Open

Science Framework repository at https://osf.io/vte94/. All subsequent references to directories

and files refer to this repository. The data cleaning code in the file /code/wrangle.R is written for

the data analysis software R (version 3.6.1) [60]. The publicly available data are located in the files

/data/raw/production-public.csv and /data/raw/commitments-campaigns.csv. Instructions for
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downloading the data and code for replication of the analysis are available in the file README.md. We

preregistered our data collection and analysis plan [47], and our methods in this study follow the

preregistration closely. Some deviations due to data availability and the results of diagnostic tests are

noted throughout.

Table 1: Summary statistics for main estimation sample

N mean sd min max

prop hens cage free 504 0.270 0.274 0 1
cumul commitments 624 10.54 35.05 0 416
cumul campaigns 624 1.918 6.669 0 89
legislation 624 0.309 0.463 0 1
birds killed by flu 624 147,794 896,727 0 1.601e+07
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Years with avian influenza

 outbreaks

Figure 2: Trends in the data, by country and year. The connected black line denotes the dependent variable prop hens cage free, while the connected
gray line shows the explanatory variable of interest, cumul commitments. The solid vertical line depicts the year in which a country’s cage-free legislation
was implemented, and dashed vertical lines indicate years in which at least one recorded death due to avian influenza occurred. Data for this figure are
available at https://osf.io/VTE94/.
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3.1.1 Proportion of Hens in Cage-free Housing

The percentage of hens living in cage-free housing by country and year is collected from annual pub-

lications of the International Egg Commission (IEC), an association of international egg industry

professionals [39], or US and EU government reports [46, 17] and stored as a proportion in the variable

prop hens cage free. The IEC annual reports were accessed on December 1, 2019.4 The IEC collects

data from a representative in each country, who in turn collects data from producers within their

country. Details of the data collection methods are not published and may be highly heterogeneous

by country. For example, based on our own investigations, we know that all producers in the United

States with flock sizes ≥ 30, 000 birds voluntarily report information about cage-free flock sizes to a

government department (and an employee of the department acts as the representative for the US),

while EU member states are required to inspect a representative sample of producers and report cage-

free flock sizes to the European Commission as part of the 1999 battery cage ban. However, many

countries reporting to the IEC do not provide details about how their data are collected.

For each country, we choose between IEC and government reporting of cage-free data depending

on which source contains the most observations across our 13-year sample. IEC and government data

are highly correlated (Pearson correlation ρ = 0.969). For countries with only one missing observation

of cage-free housing, we search for additional data from other sources such as individual countries’ egg

industry association reports or poultry news organizations. All supplementary sources can be found in

the data notes column of the data file /data/raw/production-public.csv. Despite efforts to com-

plete our panel, we were unable to obtain data on the percentage of hens housed cage-free for every

country in every year. This missing data results in an unbalanced panel, which requires additional

consideration in the estimation strategy to protect against information bias. To reduce the potential

for bias, we examined possible patterns among demographic variables in countries either missing obser-

vations or completely missing from our sample. We do not find any evidence of relationships between

missingness and any observed factors.

International trade between countries with high numbers of corporate commitments and low do-

mestic production of eggs may affect our hypothesis that corporate commitments from food businesses

with operations in a particular country increase the percentage of cage-free housing in only that coun-

try. However, nearly all the countries in our sample are largely self-sufficient in egg production [31].

Germany is the only exception, with both a low self-sufficiency rate and a high number of corporate

commitments.5 As such, we will omit Germany from our main analysis; however, the results of a

4Two reports were not available to the public. We privately obtained data from these reports through communication
with IEC members; as such, we omit data from these two reports in our public data set. We provide the public data
panel and estimation results from this article replicated using these data in the directory /data/raw/.

5See [80] for a detailed analysis of the spatial shifts in EU egg production, with a special focus on Germany, during
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robustness check regression that includes Germany (see Table 9 Column 2) are qualitatively similar.

3.1.2 Corporate Commitments and Pressure Campaigns

Corporate commitment (cumul commitments) and pressure campaign (cumul campaigns) data are

obtained from ChickenWatch.org [15], a website that tracks food business commitments to source

higher welfare animal products, including cage-free eggs. The data are input by animal advocacy

groups involved in securing each commitment, with a dedicated administrator reviewing the data. Each

observation records details about a single publicly stated commitment, including corporation name,

sector (retailer, restaurant, producer, etc.), date on which the commitment was published, deadline

for compliance, countries covered, and whether the commitment was obtained through dialogue or

a pressure campaign. Note that commitments may not be one-to-one with corporations or legal

entities: for example, a commitment might represent only a single brand or subsidiary. While this

might potentially produce some inconsistency in the unit of analysis, there is no obvious source of

systematic bias. We aggregate commitments and campaigns at the country level. In each case, we

apply a cumulative sum over time, counting the number of commitments or campaigns applying to

a given country in the current and all previous years of our sample, which accounts for the dynamic

nature of the producers’ decision to invest in cage-free housing. Table 1 shows that the distribution

of cumulative commitments is skewed with the mean much closer to the minimum than the maximum

value, which Figure 2 shows to be driven by the high numbers of commitments in a small number of

countries (the US, Canada, Germany, Poland, France, and the United Kingdom). Similarly, the US,

Canada, France, and the United Kingdom drive a long right tail in the campaigns data. Campaigns

follow similar country-level trends as commitments, so the data are omitted from the plots in Figure

2 for visual clarity.

In Section 4.4, we discuss transformations of the covariates that deviate from the preregistered

covariates described above to provide alternative interpretations of the results. For commitments,

ideally we would perform this analysis at the food business level and account for the market share

of each company when estimating the effect of each commitment. However, egg market share data

are generally not available for the food companies within our data. A second-best strategy might be

to calculate each country’s proportion of food retailers committed to sourcing cage-free eggs. This

proportion would normalize the commitments variable to remove the influence of factors like national

population as it pertains to company size. However, data on the total number of food retailers

operating in a country are limited, given the wide number of countries and years in our panel. As

an approximation for this alternate interpretation, we normalize the yearly cumulative number of

the period following the EU’s ban on battery cages.
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commitments by the maximum cumulative commitments for each country, yielding a proportion of

total commitments.

3.1.3 Legislation

Information on legislation is collected from public news sources and communication with experts on the

subject. The indicator variable legislation equals one in the year that a country implements legislation

banning the use of any kind of cage in layer hen housing and in all years following, and zero in all

previous years. No countries in our sample implement and then later overturn legislation. We choose

an indicator variable rather than, for example, a composite index to simplify data collection and

model specification in this analysis, where legislation is not the primary effect of interest. Similarly,

we aggregate legislation banning battery cages with legislation banning all cages because very few

countries have implemented total cage bans.

3.1.4 Avian influenza

Avian influenza data are collected from the World Organization for Animal Health’s World Animal

Health Information System dashboard [84]. The variable birds killed by flu represents the number of

domestic commercial poultry birds (including turkeys, quails, guinea fowl, and chickens) killed during

an official avian influenza outbreak. Table 1 shows the wide variability in the number of deaths due to

disease: in most years, most countries experience no deaths due to avian influenza, but in years with

outbreaks, like the US in 2014–2015, many birds died. For visual clarity, Figure 2 simply indicates

years in which at least one recorded death due to avian influenza occurred as opposed to the number

of birds killed.

For an alternative interpretation of the avian influenza variable, we normalize the number of birds

killed by the total population of domestic chickens. This normalization removes the influence of relative

differences between countries in population and flock sizes. Data on total population of domestic

chickens are collected from the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations’ FAOSTAT

Production database [32].

3.2 Statistical Methods

3.2.1 Estimation Strategy

We are primarily interested in the causal effect of corporate cage-free commitments on the proportion

of cage-free hen housing in a given country. We hypothesize that simultaneity bias, or a feedback

loop, may exist between the two variables, as food retailers and their egg suppliers may make their
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decisions simultaneously. There may also be unobserved factors that influence how egg producers

choose to house hens. To minimize bias in identifying the causal relationship between commitments

and cage-free housing, we must account for the observed and unobserved variables, correlations between

variables, and the potential simultaneity bias. We do so by exploiting the longitudinal nature of the

data to analyze the impacts of corporate commitments at the country level over time in our estimation

procedure.

The estimation equation, a model of the proportion of hens living in cage-free housing in country

i and year t, is as follows:

prop hens cage freeit = β0 + β1 cumul commitmentsit + β2 legislationit

+ β3 birds killed fluit + year t Γ

+ νi + uit (1)

where

• prop hens cage freeit is the proportion of all commercial egg-laying hens living in cage-free

housing in country i and year t;

• cumul commitmentsit is the cumulative number of corporate cage-free commitments in country

i and year t;

• legislationit is an indicator variable for whether country i has implemented legislation banning

either battery cages or all cages in year t;

• birds killed fluit is the number of chickens killed by avian influenza outbreaks in country i and

year t;

• year t (t = 2006, ..., 2018) is a vector of indicator variables equal to one in year t and zero in

other years;

• β0, β1, β2, β3, and the elements of vector Γ are coefficients to be fit during the estimation;

• νi and uit are the unobserved country and country-year effects, respectively, in country i and

year t

We estimate this equation using correlated random effects (CRE) estimation methods with regres-

sions that account for our main sources of bias [55, 83, 40]. We choose our preferred specification

from among several according to information from diagnostic plots and hypothesis tests. We further
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compare the performance of the CRE method against the fixed effects (FE) method, a more commonly

used method for estimating effects within clusters, and show that CRE is a flexible alternative to FE.

CRE allows us to estimate the effects of explanatory variables within individual countries over time

(“within effect”) as well as the average effect of differences in time averages of explanatory variables

between countries (“between effect”). The within effect, which asks “how do corporate commitments

affect the proportion of cage-free housing over time in a given country?” is the most policy-relevant

effect, and the between effect helps us understand how a change in a country’s average level of an

explanatory variable affects the value of the dependent variable. All diagnostics and estimation were

performed using STATA analysis software version 13 [72], and the estimation code is available in the

file /code/analysis.do.

To estimate equation 1 using CRE, we employ a Mundlak transformation to model the unobserved

country effect νi as conditional on the observed explanatory variables [55, p. 122]. Specifically, the

transformation assumes that the country-level error νi can be decomposed into the sum of the cluster

means of the observed explanatory variables and an unobserved country-level error term µi with

µi ∼ N(0, σ2
µi
) [55, 66]. This assumption allows for the explanatory variables to be correlated with the

country-level heterogeneity through the cluster means, an important feature that allows us to account

for potential unobserved variable bias and to causally interpret the estimated effects of our explanatory

variables. To implement the Mundlak transformation, we construct the cluster means, or averages over

time within a country, of all explanatory variables and add them to equation 1 [55, 83]. We compute

these time averages using only complete cases, or years in which we observe the values of all dependent

and explanatory variables for a country; therefore, averaging the year indicators does not remove all

variation. Thus, we arrive at the equation to be estimated in all CRE regressions:

prop hens cage freeit = β0 + β1 cumul commitmentsit + β2 legislationit

+ β3 birds killed fluit + year t Γ

+ ξ1 avg commitmentsi + ξ2 avg years legislationi

+ ξ3 avg birds killed flui + avg year ti Π

+ µi + uit (2)

where, in addition to the other variables described in equation 1,

• avg commitmentsi is the average cumulative commitments in country i across all of i’s complete-

case years;

• avg years legislationi is the years with legislation in country i across all of i’s complete-case
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years;

• avg birds killed flui is the number of birds killed by avian influenza in country i across all of

i’s complete-case years;

• avg year ti is a vector of averaged year indicators, computed for each country i across all of

i’s complete-case years;

• ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, and the elements of vector Π are coefficients to be fit during the estimation

Here, ξ1, ξ2, ξ3 are interpreted as the difference between the within effect and the between effect of

each explanatory variable k. Therefore, we can recover the between effects by adding the estimated

coefficient on each explanatory variable in our regression results (the within effect βk) to the estimated

coefficient on the time average of that variable (ξk).

Our first regression to estimate equation 2 follows a baseline nonlinear CRE method, which assumes

the panel is balanced and therefore does not account for potential heteroskedasticity induced by an

unbalanced panel [55]. We refer to this as the homoskedastic nonlinear CRE regression, and we estimate

it by fitting a generalized linear model (GLM) with a probit link function to equation 2. Data are

clustered at the country level. The probit link function accounts for the proportional dependent

variable and constrains the estimated response to the range [0, 1].

We estimate a second nonlinear CRE regression, modified from the homoskedastic nonlinear CRE

regression. This allows us to account for the unbalanced nature of the panel data, which are clustered

at the country level. We refer to this as the heteroskedastic nonlinear CRE regression. Following

Wooldridge [83, p. 139] and Joshi and Wooldridge [40], we create “unbalancedness” fixed effects (FEs)

to group countries which appear in the same number of years by defining indicator variables such that

Tir = 1 if country i has complete cases for r = 2, . . . , 13 years of our 13-year data sample and zero

otherwise. Countries with data in only one year are dropped from this analysis [40]. We estimate the

regression using a heteroskedastic GLM with a probit link function that includes the “unbalancedness”

FEs in both the expectation equation and the variance equation of the procedure. The heteroskedastic

GLM is characterized by explicitly estimating a variance equation that depends on certain explanatory

variables. By specifying the variance to depend on the “unbalancedness” FEs, this method allows us to

account for heteroskedasticity that may occur due to the number of years in which a country appears

in our data [79]. We include the “unbalancedness” FEs in all CRE regressions for consistency in order

to compare estimates across regression. However, only the heteroskedastic nonlinear CRE regression

estimates the variance equation that includes the “unbalancedness” FEs.

The coefficients from the probit function in the two nonlinear CRE regressions are not directly
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interpretable, so we calculate the average partial effects (APEs) of each estimate, which takes the

average of the partial effects (the partial derivative of the outcome variable with respect to the ex-

planatory variable, with other variables held fixed) of each variable evaluated at all values of the other

explanatory variables [55]. This calculation provides an average effect of a change in one explanatory

variable for any values of the other variables, which is equivalent to the interpretation of the linear

coefficients.

Lastly, we estimate two additional regressions, a linear CRE regression and a FE regression, as

robustness checks for our nonlinear regressions and to illustrate the benefits of using CRE versus

the more common FE in our empirical setting. The CRE method in general is a flexible alternative

to the FE method (which is commonly used to handle unobserved heterogeneity in panel data) as

the CRE computes both the within and between effects, and the within estimates of the linear CRE

are equivalent to the FE estimates. Linear CRE can handle the unbalanced panel and endogenous

explanatory variables if needed, and the Mundlak transformation ensures that the between effect of

time-invariant variables can be recovered from the regression results. For the linear CRE regression,

we estimate equation 2 by fitting a GLM with a Gaussian identity link function using maximum

likelihood estimation methods. Data are clustered at the country level. However, this regression is

misspecified because our fractional dependent variable violates the assumption of the Gaussian identity

link function that the error term is normally distributed error.

The FE regression is estimated by fitting FE ordinary least squares (OLS) to equation 1, with

standard errors clustered at the country level. As with linear CRE, FE can conveniently handle

endogenous explanatory variables and account for the unbalanced panel without modification, but it

is also misspecified because of the fractional dependent variable. Further, the FE method does not

allow us to observe the between effect, since all time-invariant variables are dropped by construction.

Comparing the results of the two linear methods confirms that the linear CRE within estimates are

equivalent to the FE estimates, and linear CRE provides estimates of the between effects that are

unavailable from FE.

To choose a preferred specification, we perform post-estimation statistical tests to check assump-

tions about the distribution and the correlation structures of the data. Along with tests for endogeneity

described below, visual inspection of the response residuals and the Akaike information criterion (AIC)

will inform our preferred specification selection.6 We use Pearson residuals, which standardize the re-

sponse residuals of the nonlinear CRE regressions to be approximately normally distributed, to better

compare diagnostics across our four regressions.7 Additionally, we test whether the random effects

6We calculate AIC scores using the formula AIC = −2 ln L̂+2k
N

where ln L̂ is the log likelihood (or pseudo log likelihood),
k is the number of parameters, and N is the number of observations for each estimation procedure.

7Pearson residuals are calculated by dividing the response residuals yi − µ̂i by a function of the fitted value that
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coefficients are statistically significantly different from the fixed effect coefficients using the null hy-

pothesis that ξ jointly equal zero. We test the significance of the between effect, calculated as βi + ξi,

using a χ2 test of H0 : βi + ξi = 0. Finally, we test the main hypothesis of interest with the null

hypothesis β1 = 0; that is, we test whether the within-country impact of corporate commitments on

the proportion of hens living in cage-free housing is statistically significant.

3.2.2 Identification Strategy

Identification of the causal relationship between corporate commitments and the proportion of hens in

cage-free housing using observational data is at high risk of statistical bias. We discuss the issues that

potentially affect our study—namely endogeneity due to simultaneity and unobserved variables—and

the modeling choices we make to account for those issues.

Simultaneity may occur in our empirical setting when corporate leaders make decisions to adopt

cage-free commitments in the same time period as producers decide to adopt cage-free housing systems,

and both look to the others’ choices to inform their decisions. We test for potential simultaneity using a

two-stage control function instrumental variable (IV) method with cumul campaigns as our instrument

for cumul commitments. Should the test indicate the presence of simultaneity, we can then use the

control function IV method as part of our main estimation strategy. The choice of instruments requires

close scrutiny to ensure that they fit the assumptions of IVs [8, p. 79]. We argue that cumul campaigns

is contemporaneously exogenous to the outcome and fits the relevance and exclusion criteria necessary

for strong instruments. Conceptually, we have shown in Section 1 that pressure campaigns have played

a role in obtaining corporate commitments, which has been acknowledged by both animal advocates

and agricultural industry figures. Since public pressure campaigns are almost exclusively not waged

against egg producers, who are not well known among the public, campaigns are not directly correlated

with changes in hen housing. Further, anecdotal evidence suggests that egg producers were initially

quite resistant to making changes based on the demands of the advocacy groups running cage-free

campaigns [29]. We support our choice of instrument with diagnostics and statistical tests, namely

an F -statistic hypothesis test on the coefficients from the first-stage control equation regression to

determine whether the instrument cumul campaigns and other exogenous variables jointly affect the

endogenous variable cumul commitments. While there may be concern that this instrument faces the

same bias from omitted variables discussed below, our panel data methods to handle omitted variable

depends on the link function family. In the case of the Bernoulli and binomial families used for our nonlinear CRE

regressions, the Pearson residuals are calculated as ri = yi−µ̂i√
µ̂i(1−µ̂i)

where µ̂i is the fitted value of observation i [34,

p. 365]. For linear regressions, including our linear FE regression and our linear CRE regression (estimated using the
identity link function), the standardization function equals 1 so the response residuals yi − µ̂i and Pearson residuals
yi−µ̂i

1
are equivalent.
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bias in the variables of interest also cover the instrument.

The test for potential simultaneity follows Wooldridge [82]. We use the control function IV method

to determine whether the endogeneity is due to unobserved heterogeneity at the country level (and

is therefore handled by the CRE method alone) or due to contemporaneous correlation with the

idiosyncratic error term (and would therefore be more consistently estimated by combining the control

function method with the CRE method). This method estimates a first-stage control equation by

regressing cumul commitments on cumul campaigns, the other exogenous variables and their respective

averages, then includes the residuals in the second-stage regression of equation 2. We choose the control

function method over the more commonly used two-stage least squares (2SLS) IV method to test for

endogeneity for two reasons. First, the control function method is more efficient than 2SLS when either

the dependent variable or the endogenous explanatory variables are nonlinear (the two methods are

equivalent in the linear case) [82, 59]. Second, the control function method provides a more robust test

of endogeneity than the 2SLS test, which alleviates some of the general concerns around overreliance

on the 2SLS tests of endogeneity [82].

We estimate the first-stage control regression using pooled OLS; then we include the residuals from

the control regression in both the linear and nonlinear CRE second-stage regressions of equations 1 and

2, respectively [82]. For comparison, we perform the same procedure for the FE regression, estimating

the control regression with FE OLS. The test for endogeneity is a t test of the null hypothesis that

the coefficient on the residuals is zero—in other words, that cumul commitments is contemporaneously

exogenous [82, p. 435]. If we were to reject the null of exogeneity, we would then use a similar control

function IV method throughout our analysis. However, the results of the test for endogeneity (Table

2) indicate that we cannot reject the null hypothesis that cumul commitments is uncorrelated with

the country-year error. These results imply that simultaneity does not bias our results, therefore we

omit the control function IV method from the remainder of our analysis. We support this decision

with a robustness check comparing a regression estimated using the control function IV method to

one without (described in Section 4). This check shows that the results are qualitatively similar and

confirms that simultaneity does not bias our results. We focus the remainder of this discussion on

approaches that do not include the IVs.

Another threat to identification in our study comes from omitted variable bias, which occurs when

unobserved factors that directly impact the proportion of cage-free hens are also correlated with one

of the explanatory or IVs. For example, unobserved consumer preferences may influence corporations’

willingness to make commitments as well as producers’ willingness to adopt cage-free housing systems,

and perhaps even advocates’ decision of which campaigns to pursue. Similarly, the unobserved price
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premium between cage-free and conventional eggs may influence both producers’ and corporations’

decisions. We address potential omitted variable bias by using the CRE method, which takes advantage

of variation in the data across time and between individual countries to account for bias by either

removing time-invariant unobserved effects or allowing for correlation between countries.

Panel data methods are powerful tools to address many types of endogeneity; however, unbalanced

panels (or panels in which not every individual appears in every time period) may introduce additional

bias if selection into a time period is systematically related to the observed variables or to the variable

value that is missing. This situation may induce heteroskedasticity, or variance that is not constant

over all observations, in the unbalanced panel [83]. In our context, we may worry that countries

which fail to report on proportion of cage-free housing in a given year may be related to one another

in terms of population size, national income, political institutions, or other factors; and that may

also influence the number of commitments made, legislation implemented, or avian influenza control

methods. As discussed in Section 3.1, we do not find any evidence of relationships between missingness

and any observed factors when looking for potential correlations. Additionally, our estimation methods

account for issues arising from unbalanced panels. The fixed effects and linear correlated random effects

estimates are consistent using unbalanced panels without modification, and we estimate one of the

nonlinear CRE regressions using a heteroskedasticity-robust GLM estimator to account for potential

induced heteroskedasticity in the nonlinear model [83].

3.3 Deviations From the Preregistration

The estimation procedures described above deviate from our preanalysis plan in a few ways, primarily

related to the unbalanced panel. Upon compiling all of the data, we discovered that our panel was

unbalanced, so we estimated a nonlinear CRE regression that accounts for unbalanced panels alongside

our preregistered regressions. The control function IV test for endogeneity was added after learning

more about the procedure through the unbalanced panel literature. Based on the results of this test,

we have not used the IV estimation method that we preregistered for our main estimation analysis. To

further support this decision, we include the results of our preferred specification (the homoskedastic

nonlinear CRE regression) with and without IVs in the appendix to illustrate that the results are

qualitatively similar using both methods. We planned to use R for all estimation, but found STATA

provided better support for CRE estimation of unbalanced panels. We calculate a more-standard

AIC instead of the preregistered quasi-AIC due to the underlying estimation methods used by STATA

commands compared to R commands.
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4 Results

4.1 Pre-estimation Diagnostics

Table 2 reports the results of the nonlinear CRE control function IV regressions, which provide the pre-

estimation tests of instrument strength and endogeneity. Results for the linear CRE and FE regressions

are qualitatively similar and can be found in Table 5. Column 1 shows the first-stage control function

regression, with the dependent variable cumul commitments, estimated with OLS. Column 2 shows

the second-stage regression of equation 1, with the dependent variable prop hens cage free, estimated

using the nonlinear CRE. This table provides two key diagnostic results that allow us to refine the main

regression procedure. First, the F test of the control regression rejects the null that the instruments

jointly have no effect on cumul commitments; that is, cumul campaigns is a suitably strong instrument

for cumul commitments. Second, the lack of statistical significance of the coefficient on residuals in

Column 2 indicates that we cannot reject the null that cumul commitments is exogenous with respect

to idiosyncratic error [40, 44]; that is, we conclude that cumul commitments does not have a meaningful

within-country unobserved effect on hen housing in our data. To further support our decision to omit

IVs from the main estimation, we present the results of our preferred specification with and without

IVs in Table 6. The comparison is estimated on a fully balanced subsample of our data, with countries

that appear in all 13 time periods, as the full estimation analysis using the control function procedure

requires a balanced panel in order to adjust the standard errors [55, 59]. As our interest is primarily the

comparison of estimates across regressions, rather than inference, the balanced subsample is sufficient.

The results with and without IVs are qualitatively similar, so we conclude that residual bias from

endogeneity of cumul commitments does not meaningfully affect our main estimation results.

4.2 Main Results

The above diagnostic tests indicate that we can proceed with the main estimation analysis using regres-

sions that account for within and between effects, a fractional dependent variable, and an unbalanced

data panel but do not account for an endogenous explanatory variable. Table 3 presents the results of

our preregistered regressions (Columns 1, 3, and 4) as well as the additional regressions that account

for the unbalanced panel (Column 2). The pre- and post-estimation diagnostics and residual plots

discussed in the following section indicate that the homoskedastic nonlinear CRE regression (Column

1) is the preferred specification because it best accounts for our empirical setting and the structure of

our data.

Columns 1 and 2 present the APEs of the nonlinear regressions, which are required for casual
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Table 2: Control function IV regressions

Model (1) (2)
OLS NL CRE

1st stage 2nd stage

Dependent variable cumul commitments prop hens cage free

cumul commitments 0.0082
(0.0086)

-0.0086 - 0.0249
cumul campaigns 4.5126***

(0.0516)
4.4113 - 4.6139

residuals -0.0074
(0.0092)

-0.0254 - 0.0105
birds killed flu 9.11e-07*** 1.31e-08

(2.98e-07) (1.58e-08)
3.26e-07 - 1.50e-06 -1.79e-08 - 4.41e-08

legislation 1.2380 0.0109
(1.1071) (0.1069)

-0.9376 - 3.4137 -0.1986 - 0.2204
avg commitments 0.1332*** 0.0062

(0.0213) (0.0054)
0.0913 - 0.1751 -0.0044 - 0.0167

avg birds killed flu -3.38e-06*** -9.63e-07**
(9.93e-07) (4.24e-07)

-5.33e-06 - -1.42e-06 -1.79e-06 - -1.33e-07
avg years legislation -1.9771 2.2136**

(1.8678) (0.9061)
-5.6476 - 1.6934 0.4376 - 3.9896

intercept 20.9039* -0.2965
(11.1892) (3.2335)

-1.0845 - 42.8923 -6.6340 - 6.0410

Observations 488 488
F test of instrument strength (p) 553 (0)
Year FE YES YES

This table reports the first and second stages of the control function instrumental variables (IV) regression, estimated
with ordinary least squares (OLS) and nonlinear correlated random effects (NL CRE) respectively. The second-stage
regression includes the results of the test for simultaneity: that is, statistical significance of the residuals coefficient.
The t test of simultaneity uses the null hypothesis that the residuals coefficient is equal to zero. F tests of instrument
strength in Column 1 indicate that cumul campaigns is a suitably strong instrument for cumul commitments.
Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered by country. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. 95% confidence intervals
are below the standard errors.

interpretation and for comparison to the estimates from the linear methods. (The nonlinear coefficients

are reported in Table 7.) Column 1 presents the homoskedastic nonlinear CRE regression. The

within effect of commitments suggests an average increase of 0.00035 in the proportion of cage-free
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Table 3: Main regression results

Model (1) (2) (3) (4)
NL CRE APEs NL CRE Het APEs L CRE FE

Preferred specification Accounts for
Heteroskedasticitya

Dependent variable prop hens cage free prop hens cage free prop hens cage free prop hens cage free

cumul commitments 0.00035*** 0.00028*** 0.00014 0.00014
(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0002) (0.0001)

0.0001 - 0.0006 0.0001 - 0.0005 -0.0002 - 0.0005 -0.0001 - 0.0004
birds killed flu 4.56x10−09 2.24x10−09 -1.14x10−10 -1.14x10−10

(4.17x10−09) (1.09x10−08) (2.30x10−09) (3.72x10−09)
-3.62x10−09 - 1.27x10−08 -1.90x10−08 - 2.35x10−08 -4.61x10−09 - 4.38x10−09 -7.43x10−09 - 7.20x10−09

legislation 0.00041 0.00142 0.05240** 0.05240***
(0.0294) (0.0195) (0.0243) (0.0139)

-0.0572 - 0.0580 -0.0368 - 0.0396 0.0048 - 0.1000 0.0251 - 0.0797
avg commitments 0.00179 0.00220 -0.00075

(0.0015) (0.0017) (0.0007)
-0.0012 - 0.0048 -0.0011 - 0.0055 -0.0021 - 0.0006

avg birds killed flu -2.88x10−07** -3.11x10−07** -2.99x10−08

(1.19x10−07) (1.45x10−07) (6.22x10−08)
-5.20x10−07 - -5.52x10−08 -5.96x10−07 - -2.68x10−08 -1.52x10−07 - 9.21x10−08

avg years legislation 0.60837*** 0.57875*** 0.58310***
(0.2262) (0.2203) (0.2055)

0.1650 - 1.0517 0.1469 - 1.0106 0.1804 - 0.9858
intercept 0.74455 0.19305***

(1.0423) (0.0127)
-1.2983 - 2.7874 0.1681 - 0.2180

Observations 488 432 488 488
Year FEs Y Y Y Y
Year means Y Y Y N
Estimated parameters 28 22 22 16
Variance equation N Y N N
Number of “unbalanced” FEs 10 2 10 0
Number of countries 44 34 44 44
Pseudolikelihood -177.2503 -220.7618 90.6427 601.8038
AIC 0.841 1.124 -0.281 -2.401
χ2 test of CRE model (p) 158463 (0) 161027 (0) 14927 (0)
χ2 test, between effect
of cumul commitments (p) 2.016 (0.156) 2.287 (0.130) 0.562 (0.454)

χ2 test, between effect
of legislation (p) 7.179 (0.00738) 6.837 (0.00893) 8.738 (0.00312)

This table reports the four main regressions: the nonlinear correlated random effects (NL CRE); the NL CRE accounting
for heteroskedasticity (Het); the linear correlated random effects (L CRE); and the fixed effects (FE). The average partial
effects (APEs) of nonlinear models are reported here for interpretation, while the coefficients are reported in Table 7.

Akaike information criterion (AIC) = −2 ln L̂+2k
N

. The Durbin-Wu-Hausman χ2 statistics to test the CRE estimators
uses the null hypothesis that the CRE estimators are not jointly significantly different from the FE estimators. The
χ2 test of heteroskedasticity uses the null hypothesis that the variables included in the variance during the estimation
procedure are not jointly significant. The χ2 test of the between effect uses the null hypothesis that the between effect
(βi + ξi) equals zero, or H0 : βi = −ξi.
Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered by country and are obtained by the delta method for the APEs. ***
p <0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. 95% confidence intervals are shown below standard errors.
a Column 2 estimates the heteroskedastic nonlinear CRE regression, which includes a variance equation that depends
on the “unbalancedness” FEs, on the subsample of countries that appear in at least 10 of the 13 years in our sample
to ensure convergence. Because of the restricted sample, this regression has fewer “unbalancedness” FEs than the other
CRE regressions.

housing from a one-commitment increase, or a 0.035 percentage point increase. The between effect,

0.213 (= 0.035 + 0.178), shows an average increase of 0.21 percentage points associated with a one-

commitment increase in the country’s commitments; however, this effect is not statistically significant.

We do not find a meaningful effect on cage-free housing from the number of birds killed by avian

influenza. The average effect of a country implementing legislation is a 0.04 percentage point increase

in cage-free housing above the level of cage-free housing in the absence of legislation. The between effect

indicates the difference between a country with no legislation at any time during the sample period

versus a country with legislation throughout the entire period: a 60.88 (= 60.84 + 0.04) percentage
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point increase in cage-free housing. The large magnitude of the effect reflects the magnitude of the

intervention; however, variation in avg years legislation is limited and potentially driven by a handful

of countries, warranting caution. Most countries in the EU implemented legislation in the same year,

and only a few pieces of legislation have been implemented outside of these countries.

The estimated APEs of the heteroskedastic nonlinear CRE regression, which accounts for the

unbalanced panel, are shown in Column 2. The heteroskedastic probit estimation is computationally

difficult when the number of independent variables included in the variance equation is large; to

ensure convergence, we restrict the estimation sample such that the “unbalancedness” indicators in

the variance equation are minimized while the number of countries and number of observations in

the sample are maximized. This optimal subsample occurs when we keep countries that appear in at

least 11 out of the 13 time periods (34 countries, 432 observations, 3 complete-case indicator variables

in the variance) so that the number of “unbalancedness” FEs is 2, down from 10 in the unrestricted

sample. We could imagine that this method of creating the subsample may introduce bias if there

is a relationship between a country reporting in almost all periods in our sample and the country’s

prevalence of cage-free housing. However, our data do not display systematic evidence of such bias, as

shown by comparing the summary statistics of the full sample versus the restricted (Table 8) and by

visually examining trends in the explanatory variables among the included countries (Figure 3). For

robustness, we estimate the homoskedastic nonlinear CRE regression on the same restricted subsample

to compare the APEs. The subsample results (Table 9, Column 1) are similar in statistical significance

and sign to homoskedastic nonlinear CRE results, apart from the effect of legislation (which is not

statistically significant). We conclude that the differences in results are driven by the estimation

procedures and not the restricted sample. The results show an average 0.028 percentage point increase

in cage-free housing from one additional commitment. The between effect is similar to the results

from the preferred specification, with a 0.25 (= 0.028 + 0.22) average percentage point increase in

cage-free housing from an additional commitment. The within effect of implementing legislation (0.14

percentage points) is larger in magnitude than the preferred specification, although this result is

also imprecisely estimated. The between effect of legislation in this regression is similarly large and

imprecisely estimated as the preferred specification: comparing a country with no legislation at any

time during the sample period to a country with legislation throughout the entire period shows a 58.14

(= 0.14 + 58) percentage point increase in cage-free housing.

Columns 3 and 4 present the results of the two linear regressions, the linear CRE and FE regressions

respectively, both of which can accommodate unbalanced panels without modification [40]. We note

that the estimated coefficients are the same but the standard errors are different, as expected [40].
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The within effect of the linear CRE regression in Column 3 is a 0.014 percentage point increase in

the fraction of cage-free housing; this effect is equivalent to the FE result. The between effect is

-0.06 (= 0.014 + [−0.074]), indicating that a one-commitment increase in average commitments is

associated with a 0.06 percentage point decrease in cage-free housing. Notably, the within effect of

commitments is not statistically significant in either linear regression. On the other hand, the within

effect of legislation shows that implementing cage-free legislation leads to a statistically significant

5.2 percentage point increase in cage-free housing. The between effect indicates that a country with

legislation throughout the entire period experiences an average of 63.55 percentage point difference in

cage-free housing relative to a country with no legislation at any time during the sample period.

4.3 Post-estimation Diagnostics

We examine the hypothesis tests and AIC scores reported in Table 3 as well as residual plots (Figure

4-6) to compare the fit of our four main regressions. The residual plots, tests of CRE parameters,

and conceptual arguments for using a nonlinear model for the proportional dependent variable point

us away from linear models. The test of heteroskedasticity indicates the presence of bias induced

by the unbalanced panel; but the lower AIC score, fewer estimated parameters, and similar residual

plots of the heteroskedastic regression compared to the homoskedastic indicate that accounting for

heteroskedasticity does not provide enough improvement in fit to justify the reduced sample size. These

diagnostics collectively inform our choice of the homoskedastic nonlinear CRE regression (Column 1)

as our preferred specification.

The test of the CRE parameters (jointly χ2 testingH0 : [ξ1, ξ2, ξ3] = 0) indicates that CRE methods

(Columns 1, 2, and 3) are preferred over FE (Column 4) [83]. The test for heteroskedasticity (the χ2

test of the null hypothesis that the unbalanced panel does not produce heteroskedasticity, or that the

variables included in the variance are jointly equal to zero) suggests that we should reject the null of

homoskedasticity.

The AIC scores of the FE and linear CRE regressions are the lowest and second lowest respectively,

with the low scores reflecting the fact that AIC scores favor regressions with fewer coefficients as well as

regressions with greater-magnitude likelihood scores. The FE method excludes the year and covariate

means and “unbalancedness” fixed effects by construction, while the linear CRE regression omits some

of these variables due to collinearity. The homoskedastic nonlinear CRE regression (Column 1) has a

greater AIC than either linear regression but estimates the greatest number of parameters. Further,

the homoskedastic nonlinear CRE has a lower AIC than the heteroskedastic nonlinear CRE regression

(Column 2), implying that the nonlinear CRE heteroskedastic regression provides a relatively worse
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fit for our data despite estimating fewer parameters and accounting for the unbalanced panel.

Residual plots provide further evidence in favor of the nonlinear CRE method. Plots of the residuals

versus fitted values (Figure 4) suggest that there are some unaccounted-for patterns in the data, but

the nonlinear CRE regressions both account for these patterns better than the linear regressions. The

residuals plotted versus time (Figure 5) display the desired homoskedasticity, with the nonlinear CRE

regressions (Figures 5a and 5b) looking more homoskedastic than the FE regression in (Figure 5d).

On the other hand, the residuals plotted against commitments (Figure 6) suggest that there may be

some heteroskedasticity in another of the explanatory variables that has not been accounted for: the

plots show funneling or a change in variance of the residuals as the number of commitments reach the

higher end of our data. The source of this heteroskedasticity is not clear, although the small number of

countries with large numbers of commitments (US, Canada, Germany, Poland, France, and the United

Kingdom) may be one cause of estimation issues.

Taken collectively, these diagnostics point away from the linear methods and toward the ho-

moskedastic nonlinear CRE regression that can handle the most important sources of bias without

a major loss of information from the reduced sample required by the heteroskedastic nonlinear CRE’s

estimation procedure. Thus, the homoskedastic nonlinear CRE is our preferred specification.

4.4 Covariate Transformations

The results of models estimated using our preregistered variables illustrate the impact of a single

additional commitment, implementing legislation, or a single bird killed due to avian influenza on

the proportion of cage-free housing. For additional perspective and exploratory analysis beyond our

confirmatory preanalysis plan, we transform two of the key explanatory variables as described in Section

3.1 and re-estimate the homoskedastic nonlinear CRE regression using these transformed variables.

Table 4 compares the results of the homoskedastic nonlinear CRE regression with cumul commitments

in Column 1 (reprinted from Table 3, Column 1) against a regression using the proportion of total

commitments (prop cumul commitments) in Column 2 and a regression using the proportion of the

national flock killed by avian influenza (prop birds killed flu) in Column 3.

The results for prop cumul commitments indicate that a 1 percentage point increase in the propor-

tion of commitments leads to a 0.12 percentage point increase in the proportion of cage-free housing,

on average. We interpret this result carefully, noting that the proportion variable is constructed as

the fraction of 2018 commitments as opposed to all possible commitments, which would be the total

number of food retail businesses in each country. Therefore, this result cannot predict the impact of

an increase in the proportion of commitments after 2018. The results for prop birds killed flu did not
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Table 4: Regressions with covariate transformations

Model (1) (2) (3)
NL CRE NL CRE NL CRE

Preferred specification Using proportional Using proportion of
commitments flock killed by avian influenza

Dependent variable prop hens cage free prop hens cage free prop hens cage free

cumul commitments 0.00035*** 0.00027***
(0.0001) (0.0001)

0.0001 - 0.0006 0.0001 - 0.0004
birds killed flu 4.56x10−09 2.95x10−09

(4.17x10−09) (3.77x10−09)
-3.62x10−09 - 1.27x10−08 -4.44x10−09 - 1.03x10−08

legislation 0.00041 0.01720 -0.00344
(0.0294) (0.0277) (0.0305)

-0.0572 - 0.0580 -0.0372 - 0.0716 -0.0632 - 0.0564
avg commitments 0.00179 -0.00081

(0.0015) (0.0010)
-0.0012 - 0.0048 -0.0029 - 0.0012

avg birds killed flu -2.88x10−07** -1.75x10−07**
(1.19x10−07) (8.05x10−08)

-5.20x10−07 - -5.52x10−08 -3.33x10−07 - -1.77x10−08

avg years legislation 0.60837*** 0.64127*** 0.61444***
(0.2262) (0.2139) (0.2200)

0.1650 - 1.0517 0.2221 - 1.0604 0.1832 - 1.0456
prop commitments 0.12795***

(0.0404)
0.0488 - 0.2071

avg prop commitments 1.07114
(0.7847)

-0.4669 - 2.6092
prop birds killed flu -0.43467

(0.9708)
-2.3374 - 1.4680

avg prop birds killed flu 28.00082
(39.2564)

-48.9402 - 104.9419

Observations 488 479 404
Year FEs Y Y Y
Year means Y Y Y
Estimated parameters 28 22 24
Number of “unbalanced” FEs 10 10 10
Number of countries 44 42 37
Pseudolikelihood -177.2503 -173.2638 -139.7234
AIC 0.841 0.815 0.811
χ2 test CRE model (p) 158463 (0) 180278 (0) 478352 (0)
χ2 test, between effect
of cumul commitments (p) 2.016 (0.156) 2.413 (0.120) 0.254 (0.614)

χ2 test, between effect
of legislation (p) 7.179 (0.00738) 9.369 (0.00221) 7.849 (0.00508)

This table reports the average partial effects (APEs) of the homoskedastic nonlinear correlated random effects (NL CRE)
regression, using alternate explanatory variables. Column 1 presents the preferred specification as reported in Table 3,
Column 1; Column 2 reports the results using the fraction of 2018 commitments; and Column 3 reports the results
using the fraction of a country’s flock killed by highly pathogenic avian influenza. Akaike information criterion (AIC)

= −2 ln L̂+2k
N

. The Durbin-Wu-Hausman χ2 statistics to test the CRE estimators uses the null hypothesis that the CRE

estimators are not jointly significantly different from the FE estimators. The χ2 test of heteroskedasticity uses the null
hypothesis that the variables included in the variance during the estimation procedure are not jointly significant. The
χ2 test of the between effect uses the null hypothesis that the between effect (βi + ξi) equals zero, or H0 : βi = −ξi.
Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered by country and are obtained by the delta method for the APEs. *** p <
0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. 95% confidence intervals are shown below standard errors.

reach statistical significance, which may be due to the fact that apart from the US experience with

avian influenza in 2014–2015, few countries in our sample experienced significant outbreaks of the

disease. Thus the vast majority of the proportional outbreak observations are at or near 0. We note

that the AIC scores of these regressions are lower than our preferred specification, but the sample size
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and number of countries retained in these regressions are smaller. These alternative interpretations

may provide some additional insight into our main results, but ultimately illustrate that our original

interpretations of the explanatory variables are the most useful and the best fit for the largest sample

of our data.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

Our study tests the impact of corporate commitments to source cage-free eggs on the proportion of

hens in cage-free housing at a country level. The answer to this question may help activists allocate

their scarce resources and help corporations determine the expected impacts of their corporate social

responsibility initiatives. We find that one additional cage-free commitment has a small positive

average effect (0.035 percentage point increase) on the proportion of hens living in cage-free housing.

In the context of the number of commitments made each year and the number of hens in the industry,

the impact of commitments is substantial. For example, 16 food businesses made new commitments

affecting their Canadian operations in 2017, which according to our estimates may represent a 0.56

(= 16 ∗ 0.035) percentage point increase in the country’s cage-free housing. To visualize the impact

on egg-laying hens, such a percentage point increase in cage-free housing might affect nearly 147,000

out of the 26,189,873 total hens in Canada in 2017 (146, 663 = 0.0056 ∗ 26, 189, 873). We also find that

implementing cage-free legislation has a similar effect (0.04 percentage points) on a country’s cage-free

housing, although this result is not statistically significant. Avian influenza does not appear to have

a meaningful effect on housing. These results confirm our preregistered main hypotheses and provide

more insight into the relative effect sizes of each factor.

This study has some limitations. Our correlated random effects methodology attempts to address

endogeneity bias, namely simultaneity and unobserved variable bias, but residual bias may remain

due to limited, non-experimental data. Data limitations may affect our study in the following ways.

First, our estimation does not include the effects of prices because most countries in our sample do

not provide public data on price premiums. Large price premiums on cage-free eggs may encourage

egg producers to convert to cage-free housing, and by not measuring these premiums, the effects we

estimate may be biased upward by the effect of premiums on encouraging cage-free housing. On other

hand, the bias in the results may not be very pronounced due to the minimal short-run variation

in price premiums. In the US, price premiums on cage-free eggs have historically been fairly stable

apart from the years affected by avian influenza [14, 57, 45]. Second, our study estimates the effect

of increasing the number of commitments without regard to the market share of the food businesses

that are making the commitments. Little public data are available on the number of eggs used by
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each food retailer, so we cannot calculate company-level market shares. For this reason, the effect

of an additional commitment may be biased toward zero, as our commitments variable may mask

the heterogeneous effect on housing of certain companies with very large market shares. Finally, our

data sample ends in the year 2018, which may be too soon to see some of the effects of commitments

on housing. Because egg suppliers may need to build cage-free housing before they can fulfill their

customers’ demand for cage-free eggs, food businesses generally include a later deadline by which to

meet their cage-free pledge. Many of the commitments made in the mid-2010s stated deadlines of

2020, 2022, or 2025, for example. While our data do show a clear upturn in cage-free production, the

full impacts of the commitments may not be known until later.

Information bias, which occurs where intervention status or outcome data are biased, may impact

our study through measurement error in the process of collecting data on commitments. Animal

advocacy groups who submit commitment data to ChickenWatch.org are not incentivized to omit or

falsify commitments, but duplication of commitments may be a concern. We addressed this concern

during the data cleaning process by removing explicit duplicates. As noted in Section 3.1, because

commitments can represent a single subsidiary or brand of a larger corporation, there is also likely some

heterogeneity in the unit of analysis tracked by commitments. However, we find no reason to think this

minor heterogeneity might systematically bias our results. We do not have detailed information on the

industry’s collection methods of the prop hens cage free variable, but we verify industry-collected data

against government statistics. We find that industry and government measures of housing are highly

correlated (ρ = 0.969). Since government statistics usually rely on self-reports from producers, fraud

is possible. However, reports of fraud in cage-free housing are not widespread: our own examination

of the US government cage-free data found that reporting is voluntary and anonymous, and therefore

producers have little incentive to report fraudulent data [46].

Selection bias results from either the systematic exclusion of certain subjects from the study due to

factors related to both the explanatory and dependent variables. Our use of egg industry data for the

dependent variable mitigates this concern, due to the consistency of reporting. In particular, annual

reports have tracked hen housing since 2007, before most of the corporate commitments occurred,

and few countries have been added or removed since. The reporting countries account for the vast

majority of cage-free commitments in the ChickenWatch.org data set and over half of countries with

any commitments. The egg industry reports also include countries in which no cage-free commitments

have been made. Nonetheless, there remains a risk of bias from the industry’s initial selection of

countries, although we believe this risk to be small.

Future research could extend our current analysis to estimate the relative impact of details of
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legislation—like wholesale bans on the sales of non-cage-free eggs and bans on enriched or battery

cages—by constructing a more detailed data set of legislative features. Additionally, the effects of

legislation might vary with time, so future research using analysis methods that account for differences

in legislation implementation timing across countries might provide insight into the long-term effects

of legislation. Our analysis might also be extended to consider questions of enforcement efficiency as

more compliance and enforcement mechanism data become available.

Further research might move beyond our current static model to a dynamic CRE model if more data

become available [81]. A dynamic model of the relationship between cage-free commitments and hen

housing might provide a richer understanding of egg producers’ decisions. Our cumulative definition of

key variables preserves the long-term effects of commitments on hen housing; however, the short-term

effects of commitments on housing may interest egg producers and legislators. Finally, spatial-dynamic

models might also account for shifts in egg production and trade, which may enable the analysis of

cross-border impacts of commitments in countries with very high or very low self-sufficiency rates, like

Germany.

This research is a project of Rethink Priorities. It was written by Samara Mendez and Jacob Peacock,

and it was conceptualized and planned when both authors were affiliated with The Humane League Labs

(see Section 6.3). If you like our work, please consider subscribing to our newsletter. You can explore

our completed public work here.
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A Additional Figures and Tables

Table 5: Linear CRE and FE control function IV regressions

Model (1) (2) (3) (4)
OLS L CRE FE FE

1st stage 2nd stage 1st stage 2nd stage

Dependent variable cumul commitments prop hens cage free cumul commitments prop hens cage free

cumul commitments 0.0033 0.0001
(0.0030) (0.0001)

-0.0027 - 0.0092 -0.0001 - 0.0002
cumul campaigns 4.5126*** 4.5501***

(0.0516) (0.0976)
4.4113 - 4.6139 4.3532 - 4.7470

L CRE residuals -0.0033
(0.0031)

-0.0095 - 0.0028
FE residuals 0.0018

(0.0010)
-0.0004 - 0.0039

birds killed flu 9.11x10−07*** -2.03x10−10 9.22x10−07*** -1.55x10−10

(2.98x10−07) (2.69x10−09) (2.64x10−07) (2.52x10−09)
3.26x10−07 - 1.50x10−06 -5.48x10−09 - 5.08x10−09 3.89x10−07 - 1.46x10−06 -5.24x10−09 - 4.93x10−09

legislation 1.2380 0.0546** 1.1511 0.0534**
(1.1071) (0.0238) (1.3802) (0.0244)

-0.9376 - 3.4137 0.0080 - 0.1012 -1.6322 - 3.9345 0.0042 - 0.1026
avg commitments 0.1332*** -0.0006

(0.0213) (0.0008)
0.0913 - 0.1751 -0.0021 - 0.0010

avg birds killed flu -3.38x10−06*** -2.95x10−08

(9.93x10−07) (6.15x10−08)
-5.33x10−06 - -1.42x10−06 -1.50x10−07 - 9.09x10−08

avg years legislation -1.9771 0.5810***
(1.8678) (0.2080)

-5.6476 - 1.6934 0.1734 - 0.9886
intercept 20.9039* 0.7402 -0.4169 0.1930***

(11.1892) (1.0507) (0.5673) (0.0174)
-1.0845 - 42.8923 -1.3191 - 2.7994 -1.5610 - 0.7272 0.1580 - 0.2280

Observations 488 488 488 488
F test of instrument strength (p) 553 (0) 1352 (0)
Year FE YES YES YES YES
Number of countries 44 44 44 44

This table reports the first and second stages of the control function instrumental variables (IV) regressions for the
linear correlated random effects (L CRE) and fixed effects (FE) regressions. The first stage regression is estimated using
pooled ordinary least squares (OLS) and FE for the L CRE and FE models, respectively. The second-stage regression
includes the results of the test for simultaneity: that is, statistical significance of the coefficient on residuals. The t test
of simultaneity uses the null hypothesis that the coefficient on residuals is equal to zero. F tests of instrument strength
in Column 1 indicate that cumul campaigns is a suitably strong instrument for cumul commitments.
Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered by country. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. 95% confidence intervals
are below the standard errors.
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Table 6: Control function IV robustness check regressions

(1) (2)
Model NL CRE NL CRE IV

Preferred specification, With control
balanced subsample function IVs

Dependent variable prop hens cage free prop hens cage free

cumul commitments 0.00033*** 0.00027
(0.0001) (0.0004)

0.0001 - 0.0005 -0.0006 - 0.0011
residuals 0.00080

(0.0013)
-0.0017 - 0.0033

birds killed flu 2.77x10−09 2.30x10−09

(2.41x10−09) (1.65x10−08)
-1.96x10−09 - 7.49x10−09 -3.01x10−08 - 3.47x10−08

legislation 0.00323 0.00463
(0.0228) (0.0216)

-0.0414 - 0.0479 -0.0378 - 0.0470
avg commitments 0.00277 0.00282

(0.0020) (0.0040)
-0.0011 - 0.0067 -0.0050 - 0.0107

avg birds killed flu -3.81x10−07** -3.79x10−07

(1.52x10−07) (4.30x10−07)
-6.79x10−07 - -8.37x10−08 -1.22x10−06 - 4.64x10−07

avg years legislation 0.66452*** 0.663**
(0.2452) (0.3272)

0.1840 - 1.1451 0.0217 - 1.3043

Observations 351 351
Year FEs Y Y
Year means Y Y

This table reports the average partial effects (APEs) of regressions comparing the robustness of the control function
instrumental variables (IV) method. Results are estimated on the fully balanced subsample of the panel described in
Section 4. Column 1 reports the results of the homoskedastic nonlinear correlated random effects (NL CRE) regression,
while Column 2 reports the results of the same regression using the control function IV method.
Robust standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered by country and obtained from 100 bootstrap replications. ***
p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 95% confidence intervals are shown below standard errors.
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Table 7: Coefficients of nonlinear CRE regressions

(1) (2)
NL CRE NL CRE

Preferred specification Accounts for
heteroskedasticity

Dependent variable prop hens cage free prop hens cage free

cumul commitments 0.00129*** 0.000005***
(0.0004) (0.0000)

0.0005 - 0.0021 0.0000 - 0.0000
birds killed flu 1.66x10−08 4.03x10−11

(1.52x10−08) (3.86x10−11)
-1.31x10−08 - 4.64x10−08 -3.53x10−11 - 1.16x10−10

legislation 0.00149 0.00003
(0.1071) (0.0004)

-0.2084 - 0.2114 -0.0007 - 0.0007
avg commitments 0.00652 0.00004

(0.0057) (0.0000)
-0.0046 - 0.0177 -0.0000 - 0.0001

avg birds killed flu -1.05x10−06** -5.60x10−09**
(4.16x10−07) (2.36x10−09)

-1.87x10−06 - -2.33x10−07 -1.02x10−08 - -9.82x10−10

avg years legislation 2.21776** 0.01041***
(0.8984) (0.0037)

0.4569 - 3.9786 0.0031 - 0.0177
intercept -0.30344 0.03601

(3.2350) (0.0561)
-6.6439 - 6.0370 -0.0740 - 0.1460

Observations 488 432
Number of countries 44 34
Pseudolikelihood -177.2503 -220.7618
AIC 0.841 1.124
χ2 test of CRE model (p) 158463 (0) 161027 (0)
χ2 test of heteroskedasticity (p) 991.9 (0)

This table reports the raw coefficient results of the nonlinear correlated random effects (NL CRE)
regressions, from which the average partial effects (APEs) in Table 3 Columns 1 and 2, respectively, are
derived. Column 2 accounts for heteroskedasticity (Het) and estimates the regression on a subsample
of countries that appear in at least 10 of the 13 time periods in our sample. Akaike information

criterion (AIC) = −2 ln L̂+2k
N .

Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered by country and are obtained by the delta method for
the APEs. *** p <0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. 95% confidence intervals are shown below standard
errors.
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Table 8: Subsample summary statistics

Full sample summary stats Subsample summary stats
mean sd min max mean sd min max

cumul commitments 10.54 34.38 0 416 11.13 36.31 0 416
birds killed flu 165,620 999,176 0 16.01M 156,545 10.40M 0 16.01M
legislation 0.369 0.483 0 1 0.417 0.494 0 1
prop hens cage free 0.258 0.264 0 1 0.280 0.269 0 1

N = 488 observations for all variables in the full sample, N = 432 observations in the subsample.
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Years with avian 

influenza outbreaks

Figure 3: Trends in cage-free proportions, for countries appearing in more than 11 years of data. The connected black line denotes the dependent variable
prop hens cage free, while the connected gray line shows the explanatory variable of interest, cumul commitments. The solid vertical line depicts the year
in which a country’s cage-free legislation was implemented, and dashed vertical lines indicate years in which at least one recorded death due to highly
pathogenic avian influenza occurred.
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Table 9: Robustness check regressions

Model (1) (2)
NL CRE NL CRE

Restricted subsample Including Germany

Dependent variable prop hens cage free prop hens cage free

cumul commitments 0.00036*** 0.00046**
(0.0001) (0.0002)

0.0001 - 0.0006 0.0001 - 0.0008
birds killed flu 6.50x10−09 4.76x10−09

(7.42x10−09) (4.10x10−09)
-8.04x10−09 - 2.10x10−08 -3.27x10−09 - 1.28x10−08

legislation 0.00886 0.00380
(0.0200) (0.0295)

-0.0304 - 0.0481 -0.0541 - 0.0617
avg commitments 0.00193 0.00373***

(0.0016) (0.0009)
-0.0013 - 0.0051 0.0019 - 0.0056

avg birds killed flu -1.04x10−06** -4.30x10−07***
(4.18x10−07) (1.09x10−07)

-1.86x10−06 - -2.19x10−07 -6.44x10−07 - -2.15x10−07

avg years legislation 0.63779*** 0.62202***
(0.2376) (0.2275)

0.1721 - 1.1035 0.1762 - 1.0678

Observations 432 501
Year FEs Y Y
Year means Y Y
Estimated parameters 21 28
Number of FEs 2 10
Number of countries 34 45
Pseudolikelihood -166.6497 -182.49017
AIC 0.869 0.840
χ2 test of CRE model (p) 48.65(8.74e-09) 229549 (0)
χ2 test, between effect
of cumul commitments (p) 2.018 (0.155) 17.02 (3.70e-05)

χ2 test, between effect
of legislation(p) 7.199 (0.00729) 7.529 (0.00607)

This table reports the average partial effects (APEs) of various robustness check regressions. Column 1 presents the APEs
of the homoskedastic nonlinear correlated random effects (NL CRE) regression estimated on the restricted subsample
used in Column 2 of Table 3. Column 2 presents APEs of the preferred specification with Germany included. Akaike

information criterion (AIC) = −2 ln L̂+2k
N

. The Durbin-Wu-Hausman χ2 statistics to test the CRE estimators uses the

null hypothesis that the CRE estimators are not jointly significantly different from the FE estimators. The χ2 test of
heteroskedasticity uses the null hypothesis that the variables included in the variance during the estimation procedure
are not jointly significant. The χ2 test of the between effect uses the null hypothesis that the between effect (βi + ξi)
equals zero, or H0 : βi = −ξi.
Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered by country and are obtained by the delta method for the APEs. *** p <
0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. 95% confidence intervals are shown below standard errors.
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Figure 4: Pearson residuals versus fitted values plotted for the four main regressions shown in Table 3.
Figure 6a plots residuals for the preferred specification, the homoskedastic nonlinear correlated random
effects (NL CRE) model. Figure 6b shows the NL CRE model that accounts for heteroskedasticity.
Figure 6c shows the linear CRE regression. Figure 6d shows the fixed effects (FE) regression. Notable
artifacts of the data are apparent in these plots: the diagonal lower and upper bounds in plots 4c,
4a, and to a lesser degree 4b are the result of the dependent variable bounded between 0 and 1. The
vertical outlier in plots 4d, 4a, 4b is India in 2006 (which can be seen in Figures 2 and 3) and is likely
the result of a change in data collection methods. The extreme values in the right-hand tail of these
plots belong to the same few countries that have relatively high proportions of cage-free housing.
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Figure 5: Pearson residual versus year plotted for the four main regressions shown in Table 3. Figure
6a plots residuals for the preferred specification, the homoskedastic nonlinear correlated random effects
(NL CRE) model. Figure 6b shows the NL CRE model that accounts for heteroskedasticity. Figure
6c shows the linear CRE regression. Figure 6d shows the fixed effects (FE) regression.
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Figure 6: Pearson residual versus cumulative commitments plotted for the four main regressions shown
in Table 3. Figure 6a plots residuals for the preferred specification, the homoskedastic nonlinear
correlated random effects (NL CRE) model. Figure 6b shows the NL CRE model that accounts for
heteroskedasticity. Figure 6c shows the linear CRE regression. Figure 6d shows the fixed effects (FE)
regression.
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